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A sends: 
 
"Sources of intelligence law and guidance: It is extremely difficult to know 
if you have all the controlling guidance. Different executive agencies have 
responsibilities for aspects of it.  Both the Defense Intelligence Agency 
and the Central Intelligence Agency have rules covering licensed activities. 
The Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence also promulgates rules, as 
does Central Command. Recognize sources of intelligence law extend beyond 
the federal code and service regs." 
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OOOOPERATION PERATION PERATION PERATION 

UNIFIED UNIFIED UNIFIED UNIFIED 

RESPONSERESPONSERESPONSERESPONSE: JTF: JTF: JTF: JTF----

HAITI INFOHAITI INFOHAITI INFOHAITI INFO    
 

In response to relief efforts in Haiti, 
CLAMO has created a web 

page devoted to relevant 

information for operational 

legal professionals. Items 

currently include a means to   (Enter Website) 

request the latest JTF-Haiti Rules of 

Engagement card, updated fiscal law 

funding information from the Contract 

and Fiscal Law Department here in 
Charlottesville, VA and CLAMO’s after 

action review volumes covering previous 

Haiti operations and the 1998 Hurricane 

Mitch relief effort in Central America.  
Click the page above to view the 

webpage. It requires no authentication. 
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PUBLISHED PUBLISHED PUBLISHED PUBLISHED LAWLAWLAWLAW    

OF WAR OF WAR OF WAR OF WAR 

DESKBOOKDESKBOOKDESKBOOKDESKBOOK    
    

The International and Operational Law 
Dep’t of The Judge Advocate 

General’s Legal Center and 

School recently published its 

Law of War (LoW) Deskbook.  
Along with the Operational                        

Law Handbook and LoW 

Documentary Supplement, (Request Copies) 

these volumes represent the range of 
international and operational law 

subjects taught to judge 

advocates. Intended for the 

beginning and intermediate 
level practitioner, the hope is 

(Download) this material is a solid foundation 

upon which to build further study. Click 

the cover above to request a copy, or 

use the icon at the left to download it.  
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Here are a few abbreviated comments of 

interest from After Action Reviews 
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(AARs) of a recent deployment of the 

USNS Comfort hospital ship (now in 

Haiti), the 1st CSB (ME), and a former 
Multi-National Corps - Iraq Chief of 

Intelligence Law. You can download the 

full AARs   (Download) from the CLAMO 

website’s AAR page. 
 

Rescue while ship is at anchor in foreign 
waters: Local nationals purposefully placed a small 

boat in distress as a ruse to get access to the 
COMFORT hospital ship. To prevent a repeat event, 
the crew conducted small boat training. Customary 
int’l law places an affirmative obligation on mariners 
to help those in danger of being lost at-sea. 
Arguably, purposefully placing a small boat in peril 
to invite rescue is not a triggering situation. 
 

Traditional ‘shura’ system: Afghanistan has a 
traditional system of local governance based upon 

the shura, a committee of elders who discuss 
problems with the aim of arriving at consensus 
solutions. The shura is deeply rooted in Afghan 
culture.  Remember the importance of the shura 
and resist temptation to bypass the elders when 
making decisions that will affect a local community. 
 

Sources of intelligence law and guidance: It 
is extremely difficult to know if you have all the 
controlling guidance.  Different executive agencies 
have responsibilities for aspects of it.  Both the 
Defense Intelligence Agency and the Central 
Intelligence Agency have rules covering licensed 

activities. The Undersecretary of Defense for 
Intelligence also promulgates rules, as does Central 
Command. Recognize sources of intelligence law 
extend beyond the federal code and service regs. 
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Since the last CLAMO-GRAM, we have 
posted the following AARs. Click below to 

review them from our What’s Hot page. 

Access requires CAC/AKO authentication. 
 
 

3BCT, 25ID    2BCT, 4ID  2HBCT, 1ID 

159th CAB     2BCT, 1AD   1SBCT, 25ID  
1st CSB (ME)    SDC, Kuwait  TDS, Iraq  

MNF-I Intel Law    TDS, Af’stan  USNS Comfort   
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